Successful cooperation of AudioText Telecom and Mitel
Since 1995, AudioText Telecom AG (ATT), based in Glattbrugg/Zurich, has been offering tailor-made
alarm solutions for a wide range of industries throughout Switzerland and internationally. Using
different packages, solutions can be provided to both SMEs and large corporations and, with the "Swiss
Made" products, they always ensure a reliable alerting in emergency situations.
Mitel has been the leading provider of solutions for Unified Communications & Collaborations for 45
years. As a long-standing technology partner, Mitel relies on the AMX alarm server from ATT and can
thus bundle various requirements and needs into one solution and successfully place systems with the
end customer.
For smooth cooperation, support for all PBX systems from Mitel is guaranteed by ATT. Due to the longstanding business relationship between ATT and Mitel, the most varied projects with functions such as
evacuation, localization, dead man (function), DECT-SMS and many more have been implemented.
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- Position alarm (Man-Down)
- Escape alarm (Escape)
- Emergency alarm (SOS)
- Silence Alarm (No-movement)

www.attag.ch

Do you have any questions or suggestions regarding our products? Mr Toprak, CEO of AudioText
Telecom AG, will be happy to assist you via e-mail (toprak@attag.ch) or by phone (+41 44 908 60 07).

Mitel is the global market leader for business
communication. With its cloud products, and nextgeneration collaboration and enterprise communications
applications, it delivers more than 2 billion business
connections every day.
With more than 70 million users in almost 100 countries,
Mitel is the only company that is fully committed to
provide customers with individual future-proof
communications solutions.
Our joint alerting solution ensures a fast communication
flow, monitors systems and processes, triggers alarms
and organizes the fastest possible assistance. This means
that the requirements of hospitals/clinics and nursing
homes, as well as of industry, trade and the public sector,
can be perfectly covered.
The long-standing technology partnership with Mitel
enables ATT to provide competent support for the
implementation partners and their end customers,
Mr Werner Hingerl
beginning with consulting and concept development up
Managing Director at Mitel Austria & to support and maintenance of the delivered turnkey
Central South Eastern Europe, Turkey & alarm server solutions.
Israel
You too can rely on this partnership!

